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God Will Make a Way
Revised and updated from the original, this honest and forthwright look at families of all shapes and sizes will help you
down the path of healing (whether you know you need it or whether yo're just not sure). Unlocking Your Family Patterns
combines decades worth of counseling wisdom and pastoral care insights into this one practical resource. Your past may
hurt, and your family's patterns may have left emotional scars, but your future has not been laid in stone yet. There is hope
for healing, there are lessons to learn, and there are paths toward family health. Using clinical, biblical and practical
examples to help you uncover the patterns your family has lived in, this book might lead you toward the family u-turn
you've been looking for.

Loving People
Your job is obedience. God's job is everything else. If you've ever found yourself wonderingWhat is God's plan for my life? or
Can He really use me? you're not alone. Lysa TerKeurst has wrestled through those same questions. But she's also learned
that we were absolutely created to participate in God's divine activity and experience His rich blessings. We just have to say
yes to Him! Through her own struggles, doubts, and honest vulnerability, Lysa will equip you to: Reignite your passion for
the Lord by discovering the incredible opportunities He's already placed in front of you and the courage to say yes. Know
what God is speaking personally to you with practical ways to listen for His voice. Overcome the fear that you're not doing
the Christian life right by learning it's about perfect surrender, not perfect performance. Apply key teachings to your own
situation today with helpful study questions and reflection prompts. Get ready for a journey of joy and purpose—one that
will radically bless you beyond what you can ask or imagine!
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Hiding from Love
Countless individuals have invested themselves into people who've shipwrecked their lives in return. If you're one who has
chosen the wrong people to get involved with or makes the same mistakes about relationships over and over again, then
the Safe People Workbook offers you a hands-on remedy. In this companion to Safe People, Drs. Henry Cloud and John
Townsend walk you through frank, soul-searching questions into active change and practical steps for growth. The Safe
People Workbook gives you solid guidance that will help you - Correct things within yourself that jeopardize your
relationship security - Learn the 20 traits of "unsafe" people - Recognize what makes people trustworthy - Avoid unhealthy
relationships - Form positive relationships -- In manageable steps that promote progress and inspire confidence, Cloud and
Townsend help you restructure your approach to relationships. You can stop being a victim and begin enjoying the kinds of
healthy, reciprocal relationships everyone wants and needs. The Safe People Workbook may be the most important safety
manual you'll ever read!

The Confident Woman
Your life's calling is too important to let toxic people take it away. In When to Walk Away, Gary Thomas--bestselling author
of Sacred Marriage--draws from biblical and modern stories to equip you with practical insights to handle toxic people in
your life and live true to your God-given purpose. As Christians, we often feel the guilt and responsibility of meeting the
needs of unhealthy people in our lives. Whether a sibling, parent, spouse, coworker, or friend, toxic people frequently seek
to frustrate our life's calling. While you're seeking first God's kingdom, they're seeking first to distract your focus and delay
your work. Instead of attempting the impossible task of mollifying toxic people, it's time we dedicate our energy to the only
worthwhile effort: completing the work God has given us by investing in reliable people. It's only when we learn to say no to
bad patterns that we can say yes to the good work God has planned for us. Bestselling author of Sacred Marriage, Gary
Thomas looks at biblical examples from the lives of Jesus, Paul, and Nehemiah. Drawing from years serving as a pastor,
Thomas shares modern stories and practical examples for dealing with the toxic people in our lives. Each chapter includes
insightful takeaways that you can apply right away. You'll discover how to: Learn the difference between difficult people
and toxic people Find refuge in God when you feel under attack Discern when to walk away from a toxic situation Keep a
tender heart even in unhealthy relationships Grow your inner strength and invest in reliable people We can't let others steal
our joy or our mission. It's time to strengthen our defense, learn to set healthy boundaries, and focus on our God-given
purpose. It's time to know When to Walk Away.

What Happens When Women Say Yes to God
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Lead small groups through astounding growth with principles from the best-selling books How People Grow and
Boundaries.No matter what need brings a group of people together—from marriage enrichment to divorce recovery, from
grief recovery to spiritual formation—members are part of a small group because they want to grow. This book by
psychologists Henry Cloud and John Townsend provides small-group leaders with valuable guidance and information on how
they can help their groups to grow spiritually, emotionally, and relationally. With insights from their best-selling book How
People Grow, Cloud and Townsend show how God’s plan for growth is made up of three key elements: grace plus truth plus
time. When groups embrace those elements, they find God’s grace and forgiveness and learn how to handle their
imperfections without shame as they model God’s love and support to one another.In addition to describing what makes
small groups work, Leading Small Groups That Help People Grow explains the roles and responsibilities of both leaders and
group members. Employing tenets from the book How People Grow, this book equips leaders to understand the ins and outs
of how to promote growth, and using principles from their best-selling book Boundaries, they show how to identify and find
solutions for common problems such as boredom, noncompliance, passivity, aggression, narcissism, spiritualization, overneediness, over-giving, and nonstop talking.

The Dark Side of Technology
We learn in childhood to hide from pain, and often continue hiding our hurt from God and others in adulthood. Here
Townsend presents a scriptural approach to help us identify these unhealthy withdrawal patterns and find healing, freedom
and security in connected, grace-filled relationships. Includes discussion guide.

People Fuel
An easy-to-use workbook allows readers to more effectively work through the boundaries concepts in their dating life.

Dangerous Surrender
Boundaries in Dating offers illuminating insights for romance that can help you grow in freedom, honesty, and self-control
as you pursue a healthy dating relationship that will lead to a healthy marriage. Dating can be fun, but it's not easy.
Meeting people is just one concern. Once you've met someone, then what? What do you build? Nothing, a simple friendship,
or more? How do you set smart limits on physical involvement? Financial involvement? Individual responsibilities?
Respected counselors, popular radio hosts, and bestselling authors Henry Cloud and John Townsend apply the principles
described in their Gold Medallion Award-winning Boundaries to matters of love and romance. Helping you bridge the pitfalls
of dating, Boundaries in Dating unfolds a wise, biblical path to developing self-control, freedom, and intimacy in the dating
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process. Boundaries in Dating will help you to think, solve problems, and enjoy the journey of dating, increasing your
abilities to find and commit to a marriage partner. Full of insightful, true-life examples, this much-needed book includes
such topics as: Recognizing and choosing quality over perfection in a dating partner How to ensure that honest friendship is
one vital component in a relationship Preserving friendships by separating between platonic relationships and romantic
interest Moving past denial to deal with real relational problems in a realistic and hopeful way . . . and much more! Plus,
check out Boundaries family collection of books dedicated to key areas of life - marriage, raising kids, parenting teens, and
leadership. Workbooks and Spanish editions are also available.

Boundaries in Dating
As a leader, your decisions are critical. They have a significant effect on you and everyone around you. But the effective
leader needs to have more than just logic, facts, and financials to help make the best choices. Leaders also must access
their own intuition, that gut feeling inside. Dr. John Townsend knows that a leader’s internal world—the world of intuition,
creativity, emotion, and spirituality—is just as important as the external world of data and best practices. Who you are on
the inside determines your success as a leader even more than the things you do or the things you know. “You were
designed with both an external world and an inner world,” Townsend says, “and they work well together. Accessing both of
these areas will take a little knowledge and a little work, but it will help you be the leader you want to be.” In Leading from
Your Gut, you’ll learn how leaders excel not just through external competencies and skills but by drawing on their internal
world and personal experience. You’ll explore how to harness the power of your values, thoughts, emotions, and
relationships to better meet the complex demands of leadership. As you apply Townsend’s principles, you will see great
results in your leadership. But more importantly, you’ll experience the kind of personal transformation that will enable you
to lead as a whole person. Leading from Your Gut will help emerging and veteran leaders alike to hone their intuition and
become the leader they were meant to be.

Boundaries Workbook
Following the author as she travels the globe to see firsthand how AIDS is destroying men, women, and children, a powerful
book captures her passion and determination to make a difference as she exchanges her agenda for God's--and dares
others to do the same.

Changes That Heal
Too many of us have invested ourselves into relationships that left us deeply wounded. We've been abandoned or taken
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advantage of, and left with little to show for what we've given. We've lost our sense of security and personal value in the
process. And what's worse, we tend to either repeat the same mistakes of judgment over and over . . . Or else lock the
doors of our hearts entirely and throw away the key. Why do we choose the wrong people to get involved with? Is it possible
to change? And if so, where does one begin? Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend offer solid guidance for making safe
choices in relationships, from friendships to romance. They help identify the nurturing people we all need in our lives, as
well as ones we need to learn to avoid. Safe People will help you to recognize 20 traits of relationally untrustworthy people.
Discover what makes some people relationally safe, and how to avoid unhealthy entanglements. You'll learn about things
within yourself that jeopardize your relational security. And you'll find out what to do and what not to do to develop a
balanced, healthy approach to relationships.

Unlocking Your Family Patterns
Do you long for a true friend? "Isn't that what we all want? To be seen, in all our glory, for better or worse, the good, the
bad, and the ugly and still be embraced?" If only such friendships were easy to find. And keep. For Lisa Whelchel and
millions of others, friendship is a challenge. The vulnerability, trust, balance, grace, and time required to develop and
maintain strong friendships do not come easily. Growing up as an actress in Hollywood, there were few people Lisa could
trust, and even fewer to guide her. By the time she reached adulthood, she had learned to be self-sufficient. She was
strong, she was “safe,” and she was lonely. One day, Lisa found that “the desire to experience connection was stronger
than the desire to be safe.” She determined right then to finally understand friendship: how to create one, sustain it, and
experience the sheer joy of having it. But it wasn’t easy. Since then, she has traveled the ups and downs of friendship,
learning about herself, others, and the kinds of friendship God designed. A speaker, teacher, and compelling storyteller, Lisa
writes from her heart and her head, sharing her story and helping women understand how to cope with the strengths and
weaknesses of friendship, and basing all her advice on the foundation of our ultimate relationship with the Savior.

The Law of Happiness
The Dark Side of Technology is aimed at a mass market of intelligent people who are concerned about human progress,
interested or amused by many of the unexpected consequences of technological advance, and probably unaware of the
dangers which we are accruing for ourselves. Although the book spans a very wide spectrum of ideas, no previous scientific
knowledge is required. Other books have focussed on different topic areas, but none have previously presented
thegenerality of the patterns across medicine to agriculture, electronics, communications, a global economy and a
burgeoning population. Technology invariably advances faster than our understanding of sideeffects, or our realisation that
we have become vulnerable to natural events that could eliminate advanced nations, nor that mutagenic changes may not
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be apparent for one or two generations. This is therefore both an alarm call and a guide to survival.

Hiding from Love
In this life-changing book, you’ll learn ten pathways of success that will help you redirect your mistakes and make way for
success – physically, personally, and spiritually. Everyone makes mistakes, big and small. Sometimes our mistakes take us
down the wrong path and send us spiraling into destructive life patterns, and sometimes we learn a lesson and never make
the same mistake again. But how? How do we recognize our destructive patterns, make new choices, and then follow
through? In Never Go Back, bestselling author Dr. Henry Cloud shares ten doorways to success – and once we walk through
these new pathways, we never go back again. His proven method – based on grace, not guilt – outlines ten common life
patterns that sabotage success and lays out clear, concrete steps you can take to overcome them. You’ll see your
relationships flourish, your personal life enhanced, and your faith strengthened. Dr. Cloud’s powerful message reveals
doorways to understanding – once you enter them, you will get from where you were to where you want to be. With a
winning combination of eternal principles, spiritual wisdom, and modern scientific data, Never Go Back will put your heart in
the right place with yourself and with God.

Boundaries in Dating
Handling Difficult People
All growth is spiritual growth. Authors Drs. Cloud and Townsend unlock age-old keys to growth from Scripture to help people
resolve issues of relationships, maturity, emotional problems, and overall spiritual growth. They shatter popular
misconceptions about how God operates and show that growth is not about self-actualization, but about God’s
sanctification. In this theological foundation to their best-selling book Boundaries, they discuss:• What the essential
processes are that make people grow• How those processes fit into a biblical understanding of spiritual growth and
theology• How spiritual growth and real-life issues are one and the same• What the responsibilities are of pastors,
counselors, and others who assist people in growing—and what your own responsibilities are in your personal growth

Who's Pushing Your Buttons?
The best-selling book God Will Make a Way by Drs. Cloud and Townsend clearly illustrates the often-surprising ways God
shows up and addresses our problems in ways we never dreamed possible. This new companion workbook goes even
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deeper to help readers thrive relationally, emotionally, and spiritually--especially in difficult times.

The One-Life Solution
Full of practical tips and how-tos, this book will help you make your relationships better, deepen your intimacy with people
you care for, and cultivate more love, understanding, and respect between you and others. Successful people confront well.
They know that setting healthy boundaries improves relationships and can solve important problems. They have discovered
that uncomfortable situations can be avoided or resolved through direct conversation. But most of us don't know how to
have difficult conversations, and we see confrontation as scary or adversarial. Authors Henry Cloud and John Townsend take
the principles from their award-winning and bestselling book, Boundaries, and apply them to a variety of the most common
difficult situations and relationships in order to: Show how healthy confrontation can improve relationships Present the
essentials of a good boundary-setting conversation Provide tips on preparing for the conversation Show how to tell people
what you want, stop bad behavior, and deal with counterattack Give actual examples of conversations to have with your
spouse, your date, your kids, your coworker, your parents, and more! This book is a practical handbook on positive
confrontation that will help you finally have that difficult conversation you've been avoiding. Includes a discussion guide.

Our Mothers, Ourselves
Discusses the creation of healthy boundaries and reinforced consequences to help children develop a sense of
accountability for their own lives.

Rescue Your Love Life
Full of stories, clinical advice, and accessible takeaways, People Fuel outlines the twenty-two relational nutrients we all
need to cultivate good relationships that provide energy, focus, and the support you need to succeed. We all need more
energy, the vitality that helps us stay motivated, focused and productive in life. We know we receive energy from good
nutrition, along with working out, adequate sleep and maintaining positivity. But there is another major source for the
energy we need: having the right kinds of relationships with others. Not the ones that drain us, but the ones that refuel us.
In his new book, Dr. John Townsend, psychologist, leadership expert and coauthor of the New York Times bestselling
Boundaries, shows you how we need the fuel of "Relational Nutrients" from others, and, in turn we can then provide them to
others. Our bodies require physical nutrients to stay healthy. If we don’t take enough iron, we can develop anemia. Too
little calcium can lead to bone disease. In the same way, John identifies the key Relational Nutrients that we need. As we
experience these critical elements from others, we grow mentally and emotionally more sharp and healthy. And as we give
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these elements back, others benefit as well. Finally, Dr. Townsend details the specific types of people who can either be
energy sources or energy drains, and gives concrete steps to help you cultivate relationships with those who will help you
be all you were meant to be. The person who taught you how to have boundaries now helps you to experience the best
from those people you have allowed into your boundaries.

Boundaries with Kids
The phenomenal bestseller, The Secret, tapped into a spiritual hunger present in our society, revealing the Law of Attraction
as a way to improve your life and find harmony with universal energies. Dr Cloud builds on these ideas by offering a
positive Christian interpretation of the thinking found in that book. By comparing ideas and concepts in The Secretwith
biblical scripture, he points readers to the Creator of the universe as the source of all power, offering twenty spiritual truths
that hold within them the secrets of happiness, relationships and purpose. Yet even among those who claim a Christian
faith, these truths often lie dormant and untapped within the soul. The Secret Things of Godwill help readers unlock the
secret treasures God has for them, and gives guidance on how to activate these truths in our lives.

Making Small Groups Work
Using new scientific research and ancient biblical truths, reveals how to close the happiness gap and attain personal joy.

The Secret Things of God
Let's face it, hard as we try, none of us can avoid contact with difficult people in life. Some people just seen to make life
hard for everyone, causing conflict and stress wherever they are. Often they aren't even aware of their effect on others
around them, including you! Bestselling author and noted relationship expert, Dr. John Townsend, will help you better
understand what makes "button pushers" act the way they do - and why it is so easy for you to allow them to bring out the
worst feelings and reactions in you. He challenges you to take personal responsibility and stop responding to difficult people
in ways that just don't work! He then offers a whole new repertoire of responses, including specific guidance on healthier
attitudes, self-control, and verbal scripts, which will allow you to interact and negotiate with "crazy-makers" on a brand new
level. No, you can't always avoid difficult people, but in learning to relate with them more effectively, you'll discover that
you are becoming more and more the person God has created you to be.

Necessary Endings
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Do you feel that if you could get rid of some of the chaos in your work life you could take your performance to a greater
level? Do you stay late at the office many nights, trying to empty an inbox that never seems to diminish? Do you have
difficulty dealing with cantankerous bosses or passive-aggressive coworkers? Do you find yourself checking your
BlackBerry—almost against your will—during dates, family dinners, or your children's soccer games? Do you feel
fragmented, frustrated, or pulled in too many directions at once? If you've answered yes to any of the above, chances are
that your work life has taken over your personal life. In The One-Life Solution, clinical psychologist and bestselling author
Dr. Henry Cloud provides invaluable strategies for moving toward a more unified, coherent sense of self and a life that fully
encompasses work, family, and spirituality. Dr. Cloud can help you: contain self-destructive behavior define yourself and
know who you are set limits when needed communicate effectively improve your performance at the office and outside it

Never Go Back (eBook)
End Pain. Foster Personal and Professional Growth. Live Better. While endings are a natural part of business and life, we
often experience them with a sense of hesitation, sadness, resignation, or regret. But consultant, psychologist, and
bestselling author Dr. Henry Cloud sees endings differently. He argues that our personal and professional lives can only
improve to the degree that we can see endings as a necessary and strategic step to something better. If we cannot see
endings in a positive light and execute them well, he asserts, the "better" will never come either in business growth or our
personal lives. In this insightful and deeply empathetic book, Dr. Cloud demonstrates that, when executed well, "necessary
endings" allow us to proactively correct the bad and the broken in our lives in order to make room for the professional and
personal growth we seek. However, when endings are avoided or handled poorly—as is too often the case—good
opportunities may be lost, and misery repeated. Drawing on years of experience as an executive coach and a psychologist,
Dr. Cloud offers a mixture of advice and case studies to help readers know when to have realistic hope and when to execute
a necessary ending in a business, or with an individual; identify which employees, projects, activities, and relationships are
worth nurturing and which are not; overcome people's resistance to change and create change that works; create urgency
and an action plan for what's important; stop wasting resources needed for the things that really matter. Knowing when and
how to let go when something, or someone, isn't working—a personal relationship, a job, or a business venture—is essential
for happiness and success. Necessary Endings gives readers the tools they need to say good-bye and move on.

Boundaries with Kids
Keys for establishing healthy boundaries--the bedrock of good relationships, maturity, safety, and growth for children and
adults.To help their children grow into healthy adults, parents need to teach them how to take responsibility for their
behavior, their values, and their lives. The authors of the Gold Medallion Award-winning book Boundaries bring their
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biblically-based principles to bear on the challenging task of child rearing, showing parents:* how to bring control to an outof-control family life* how to set limits and still be loving parents* how to define legitimate boundaries for the family* how
to instill in children a godly character

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
Many women believe that if they try hard enough to be the perfect Christian woman, God will honor their efforts. But God
does not call them to be perfect. He wants them to be "confident"--confident in His love and acceptance. As a mentor,
friend, and former perfection-seeker, Anabel Gillham shares how women can experience the transforming touch of
confidence as they: understand who they are in relation to Christ and to othersrecognize their three biggest needs and
discover how God meets themrely on God for their value, worth, and success With more than 100,000 copies sold, this book
ministers to women of all ages and backgrounds as they encounter their perfect identity in Christ.

Simple Secrets of a Great Marriage
Your personal guide to learning how to love. When you say or hear the words "I love you" it can change your life forever.
Love is one of God's most important gifts to anyone, yet there are many misunderstandings about how to make love work in
our families, friendships, marriages and dating relationships. In Loving People, best-selling author Dr. John Townsend shows
you that love can actually be learned, and gives you the steps and tools to become skilled in love. Using his trademark
stories and illustrations to flesh out the important principles, Dr. Townsend covers: receiving love connecting love healing
love confronting love romantic love surrendering love Through his teaching, readers will discover - and start enjoying - the
words, actions, and experiences of authentic love.

The Mom Factor
Only when you and your mate know and respect each other's needs, choices, and freedom can you give yourselves freely
and lovingly to one another. Boundaries in Marriage gives you the tools you need. Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend,
counselors and authors of the award-winning bestseller Boundaries, show you how to apply the principles of boundaries to
your marriage. This book helps you understand the friction points or serious hurts and betrayals in your marriage -- and
move beyond them to the mutual care, respect, affirmation, and intimacy you both long for.

Boundaries in Marriage
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A down-to-earth plan to help us recover from the wounds of the past and grow more and more into the image of God. Many
of us struggle with anxiety, loneliness, and feelings of inadequacy. We know that God created us in his image, but how can
we be loving when we feel burned out? How can we be free when we struggle with addiction? Will we ever enjoy the
complete healing God promises? Combining his professional expertise and personal experience, renowned psychologist Dr.
Henry Cloud guides us through four basic ways to become joy-filled, mature followers of Christ: Connect more deeply with
others Separate from others in healthy ways Understand the good and the bad in ourselves and others Grow into greater
emotional and spiritual maturity With fascinating case studies and helpful techniques we can start using immediately,
Changes That Heal reminds us that God promises to complete his good work in us. Workbook and Spanish edition also
available.

It's Not My Fault
Having clear boundaries is essential to a healthy, balanced lifestyle. A boundary is a personal property line that marks those
things for which we are responsible. In other words, boundaries define who we are and who we are not. Boundaries impact
all areas of our lives: Physical boundaries help us determine who may touch us and under what circumstances -- Mental
boundaries give us the freedom to have our own thoughts and opinions -- Emotional boundaries help us to deal with our
own emotions and disengage from the harmful, manipulative emotions of others -- Spiritual boundaries help us to
distinguish God's will from our own and give us renewed awe for our Creator -- Often, Christians focus so much on being
loving and unselfish that they forget their own limits and limitations. When confronted with their lack of boundaries, they
ask: - Can I set limits and still be a loving person? - What are legitimate boundaries? - What if someone is upset or hurt by
my boundaries? - How do I answer someone who wants my time, love, energy, or money? - Aren't boundaries selfish? - Why
do I feel guilty or afraid when I consider setting boundaries? Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend offer biblically-based
answers to these and other tough questions, showing us how to set healthy boundaries with our parents, spouses, children,
friends, co-workers, and even ourselves.

Safe People
No one has influenced the person you are today like your mother. The way she handled your needs as a child has shaped
your worldview, your relationships, your marriage, your career, your self-image—your life. Our Mothers, Ourselves can help
you identify areas that need reshaping, to make positive choices for personal change, and to establish a mature
relationship with Mom today. Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend steer you down a path of discovery and growth beyond
the effects of six common mom types: The Phantom Mom The China Doll Mom The Controlling Mom The Trophy Mom The
Still-the-Boss Mom The American Express Mom You'll learn how your mom affected you as a child and may still be affecting
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you today. And you'll find a realistic and empowering approach to filling your unmet mothering needs in healthy, lifechanging ways through other people. Our Mothers, Ourselves is a biblical route to wholeness and growth, to deeper and
more satisfying bonds with your family, friends, and spouse—and to a new, healthier way of relating to your mother today.

How to Have That Difficult Conversation
The New York Times bestselling book Boundaries has helped millions understand that being a loving Christian does not
mean never saying no. This newly updated and expanded companion workbook provides practical exercises for setting
boundaries in marriage, parenting, business, and friendships in a digital age. Following the newly updated and expanded
edition of Boundaries chapter-by-chapter, this interactive workbook helps you look at specific relationships in your own life.
With those situations in mind, you can ask and answer: Why do I feel guilty about setting clear boundaries? What if the
boundaries I set hurt the other person? Is it difficult for me to hear no from others? What are examples of legitimate
boundaries at work and home? How can I have good boundaries online? How can I stay connected while still setting
boundaries with my phone? In what ways do I need to set better boundaries with social media? Boundaries Workbook gives
a biblical foundation and practical tools for helping others respect your boundaries—whether you are not responding to a
text message immediately or saying no when someone asks you to volunteer for one more activity. Discover firsthand how
good boundaries give you the freedom to live as the loving, generous, fulfilled person God created you to be.

Safe People Workbook
"Beginning with self-examination and setting realistic expectations, the authors explore how couples can nurture and
master healthy communication, build trust, and enhance the romance in their marriage"--Provided by publisher.

You Can Do This!
It's easy to lose perspective about what matters most-- even when it comes to the most important people in our lives.

Friendship for Grown-Ups
Leading from Your Gut
Dating. Isn't there a better way? Reorder your romantic life in the light of God's word and find more fulfillment than the
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dating game could ever give - a life of purposeful singleness.

How People Grow
From the very beginning, you relied on her for things no one else could give you. How she met those needs -- or didn't meet
them -- affected you daily as a child. And still affects you profoundly as an adult. For every son or daughter who wonders if
things should have been different . . . for every man or woman who wonders if they still couldn't be . . . here's a lifechanging look at The Mom Factor. She shaped you in ways that would surprise you both. No one has influenced the person
you are today like your mother. The way she handled your needs as a child has shaped your worldview, your relationships,
your marriage, your career, your self-image -- your life. How can you identify areas that need reshaping, make positive
choices for personal change, and establish a balanced, mature relationship with Mom today? In The Mom Factor, Drs. Henry
Cloud and John Townsend steer you down a path of discovery and growth beyond the effects of six common mothering
styles: -The Phantom Mom -The China-Doll Mom -The Controlling Mom -The Trophy Mom -The Still-the-Boss Mom -The
American-Express Mom -- Cloud and Townsend show you how your mom affected you as a child and may still be affecting
you today. You’ll find a hopeful, realistic, and empowering approach to identifying your unmet mothering needs and filling
them in healthy, life-changing ways through other people. This encouraging book doesn’t just help you understand areas in
your life that need change and strengthening -- it helps you apply your discoveries to attain new freedom and joy in living,
and an increased ability to give and receive love. The Mom Factor is a biblical, highly practical route to wholeness and
growth, deeper and more satisfying bonds with your family, friends, and spouse -- and a new, healthier way of relating to
your mother today.

Boundaries
When opportunities appear in life and relationships-and with stunning frequency they do-anyone can connect with this
simple and highly inspirational approach to success. Within just a few pages you'll believe, 'I can do this!' No matter how
discouraged you are, now you will have the encouragement and counsel to succeed.

When to Walk Away
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